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Abstract
Purpose of Review What does recent work say about how changes in convective organization could lead to changes in extreme
precipitation?
Recent Findings Changing convective organization is one mechanism that could explain variation in extreme precipitation
increase through dynamics. In models, the effects of convective self-aggregation on extreme precipitation are sensitive to
parameterization, among other factors. In both models and observations, whether or not convective organization influences
extreme precipitation is sensitive to the time and space scales analyzed, affecting extreme precipitation on some scales but not
others. While trends in observations in convective organization associated with mean precipitation have been identified, it has not
yet been established whether these trends are robust or relevant for events associated with extreme precipitation.
Summary Recent work has documented a somewhat view of how changes in convective organization could affect extreme
precipitation with warming, and it remains unclear whether or not they do.
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Introduction

Extreme precipitation events are often associated with orga-
nized convection [1, 2•], but theory for how extreme precipi-
tation responds to global warming is based largely on argu-
ments assuming circulation associated with extreme events
does not change with warming [3, 4]. A model whose purpose
is to simulate how extreme precipitation changes with global
warming should span scales from convection through global
energy and water balance; however, the models that are avail-
able at present can generally do one or the other, not both. This
makes it difficult to assess how circulation could change with
warming in ways that are relevant to extreme precipitation.
What would it mean for extreme precipitation if convective

organization were to change with warming? This review ex-
plores recent research related to this question.

There is a lot we have known for some time about how
extreme precipitation responds to anthropogenically forced
warming from theory, models, and even observations.
Evidence from theory and model projections has pointed to
increasing extreme precipitation with warming over most of
the planet. Observed changes in precipitation that are broadly
consistent with model projections at the hemispheric scale
have been detected and attributed to anthropogenically-forced
warming [5].

In the absence of changes in circulation with warming, the
response of extreme precipitation would increase due to ther-
modynamic factors. Relative humidity is expected to change
little with warming (e.g., [6–8]); thus, absolute humidity in-
creases with temperature. If extreme precipitation intensity
roughly follows moisture convergence in extreme events, then
in the absence of changes in circulation, the intensity of ex-
treme precipitation would increase with moisture. But over the
last decade or so, arguments have been made based on obser-
vations that increases in extreme precipitation could be much
larger than the thermodynamic scaling implies [9]. Some cli-
mate model projections also indicate possible increases in ex-
treme precipitation with warming that could be larger than the
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increase in moisture, though with large variation among
models, particularly in the tropics [10, 11].

In addition to the thermodynamically driven increases in
extreme precipitation, changes in circulation—dynamics—
can drive changes in extreme precipitation that deviate from
the thermodynamic scaling [12]. Large-scale shifts in circula-
tion could also drive dynamic changes that could influence
extreme precipitation change, like the strength of the Walker
cell or changes in location of storm tracks, and these factors
are relatively well studied [13], though the effect of shifts in
precipitating features on extremes precipitationwill depend on
whether extremes are defined with respect to a local baseline
or a broader one, which will be discussed later. Dynamic scal-
ing is important for capturing the spatial pattern of precipita-
tion change projected by climate models [14]. The inter-model
spread in extreme precipitation change is driven by dynamic,
rather than thermodynamic factors [10]. Overall, most of the
remaining uncertainty in the future extreme precipitation orig-
inates from the dynamics, which are associated with a variety
of scales, from global to storm scale.

Convective organization is another factor that could influ-
ence the dynamic changes of extreme precipitation.
Convective organization is a broad term encompassing a va-
riety of phenomena and can perhaps most easily be under-
stood by its contrast, which is random (or popcorn)
convection—convective cells that are distributed randomly
in space and time. Convective aggregation is when convective
cells clump, or cluster together, in space, and are surrounded
by comparatively dry regions. Convective self-aggregation is
a phenomenon that occurs when the energy and momentum
fluxes associated with convective cells and the dry regions in
which they are embedded in cause the convective cells to
move together; at least one but possibly more mechanisms
can cause self-aggregation [15, 16]; a body of work studying
it has developed [17]. In addition to aggregation, convective
organization also encompasses phenomena including meso-
scale convective systems (MCSs) [18, 19], tropical cyclones,
and extra-tropical cyclones.

Organized convection, for which small-scale processes play
an important role, is not captured at the scales resolved by typical
climate models at present. This means more creative and less
direct approaches to studying its effects are called for. For exam-
ple, high-resolution regional model simulations have been used
to examine the response of extreme precipitation to warming in
one particular type of organized state—squall lines—without
changes in the degree of organization and showed that the re-
sponse of extreme precipitation does differ slightly in organized
convection compared with unorganized convection [20, 21].

In the last 5 years, changes in organization of convec-
tion have emerged as a potential mechanism that could
drive changes in extreme precipitation with warming.
The key question addressed in this review is: what have
we learned from recent work about whether and how

changing convective organization could affect extreme
precipitation?

Changing Convective Organization
as a Mechanism for Extreme Precipitation
Change

Even though convection is parameterized in climate models,
these models can still exhibit convective self-aggregation. In
global radiative-convective equilibrium (RCE) simulations
that have been run with a few climate models, convective
aggregation varies with sea surface temperature (SST)
[22–24]. Each of these sets of simulations is carried out with
a model with the physics of a climate model and either a fully
global or near-global domain, in contrast to small domain but
convection resolving simulations that may be far from RCE
[25]. These simulations have no land surface (only prescribed
SST), no rotation, and a single globally fixed SST. Over some
SST ranges, convection remains disorganized and randomly
distributed throughout the domain. But above or even below
an SST threshold, convection aggregates, though the specific
thresholds where this occurs vary among the models. Changes
between aggregated and disorganized convection with in-
creasing SST substantially alter the atmospheric temperature,
relative humidity, and circulation throughout the domain—the
degree of aggregation affects the large-scale circulation and
tropospheric state. This includes the extreme daily precipita-
tion, whose intensity increases, in one case well beyond ther-
modynamic scaling, illustrating that convective aggregation
can exert large influence on extreme precipitation by altering
atmospheric circulation associated with extreme events [24].
In this set of simulations, the upward vertical velocity in-
creases as convective aggregation increases, which drives
more condensation, and is also consistent with increased
moisture convergence. While these simulations are idealized,
these types of simulations resemble the tropical atmosphere
and its response to warming [23, 26]. In an analogous config-
uration that includes background large-scale circulation (un-
like the illustrative simulations discussed above), changing
convective organization also affects extreme daily precipita-
tion [27•].

In summary, in climate model simulations, changes in con-
vective organization can drive changes in extreme precipita-
tion dynamically, by altering the circulation associated with
extreme events. Though these studies have all used simula-
tions that were idealized to varying degrees, they are poten-
tially relevant to Earth’s tropics. And despite that these all use
conventional climate models, the behavior of their convective
aggregation is qualitatively similar to cloud resolving model
simulations (e.g., [16]). Next, we will discuss some limitations
to the relationship between convective organization and ex-
treme precipitation that have been identified in recent work.
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Model and Parameterization Dependencies

The simulations discussed in the previous section all included
parameterized convection. The choice of parameterization has
a large effect on convective organization and also how it af-
fects extreme daily precipitation [27•]. One challenge for sim-
ulating the role of organized convection in climate change is
the wide range of scales that should be resolved to capture all
the important processes. Ideally, a simulation would resolve
scales as small as convection and also as large as the global
water and energy budgets, but representing all of these scales
simultaneously is not currently feasible. Coarse-resolution cli-
mate models resolve global scales and parameterize convec-
tion. Currently, global convective-permitting models are too
expensive to carry out the length and number of simulations to
study extreme events. Instead, most studies either use climate
models that parameterize convection or regional models that
resolve convection to varying degrees but do not explicitly
represent global water and energy balance.

One approach that makes a different compromise is
superparameterization [28]. These use coarse-resolution global
models, but within each grid cell is embedded a 2D simulation
of convection. By collapsing the calculation to two dimensions,
higher resolution can be achieved, so that convection can be
resolved. CAM is one conventional climate model atmosphere
component that has a moderately large dynamic increase of trop-
ical extreme daily precipitation in response to warming [29];
rep lac ing i t s convec t ive paramete r i za t ion wi th
superparameterization changes its extreme precipitation response
[30]. This has been interpreted as implying that improving the
representation of convection, particularly its dependence on pa-
rameterization, can remove the large and percentile-dependent
component of the extreme precipitation response, bringing it
back toward convergence to thermodynamic scaling with in-
creasing extremes [31•] . While conventional and
superparameterized CAM have substantial differences in their
present-day extreme precipitation [32], observational uncertainty
precludes confidence about which is better [33].

However, the theory for convergence of extreme precipita-
tion change to thermodynamic scaling does not hold when
convective organization changes with warming. For convec-
tion whose degree of organization does not change, the circu-
lation (specifically, vertical velocity) scales with CAPE, and
CAPE scales with Clausius-Clapeyron [34, 35], though this
does not necessarily extend to large-scale ascent for a climate
model grid box [36]. Because convective organization alters
temperature and humidity throughout the troposphere, chang-
es in convective organization with warming would also be
expected to affect the response of CAPE to warming. While
superparameterized models can, perhaps arguably, simulate
organized convection, including phenomena like theMJO that
are not typically captured by models with conventional pa-
rameterizations [37], the thermodynamic scaling of extreme

precipitation in the superparameterized CAM simulations in-
dicates that convective organization might not change with
warming in this experiment with this model.

One indication of the importance of parameterizations in
models is the tradeoff between increases in extreme and non-
extreme precipitation, which explains some of the inter-model
spread in extreme precipitation increase with warming [38]. In
climate models with larger increases in extreme precipitation,
non-extreme precipitation compensates by increasing less or
even decreasing; meanwhile, these models also have larger
increases in global-mean precipitation. In aggregated states
compared with disorganized ones, a larger fraction of total
precipitation falls as extreme precipitation [24], which implies
that the tradeoff between extreme and non-extreme precipita-
tion is consistent with large increases in convective organiza-
tion in models with larger increases in extreme precipitation.
This piece of evidence would be consistent with a correlation
between convective organization and extreme precipitation
change in climate models.

In summary, convective organization and its effects on ex-
treme precipitation are sensitive to convective parameteriza-
tions and configurations in model simulations.

Mismatch in Responses of Extreme
Precipitation Across Time and Space Scales

The behavior of extreme precipitation depends on how it is
defined, in terms of the time and space scale. Three studies
have revealed different aspects of how extreme precipitation
depends on convective organization. They show that it differs
from coarser to finer spatial averaging scale (order 100 com-
pared with 1 km) and longer to shorter timescales of precipi-
tation (daily accumulation to instantaneous rate).

While we have seen that daily precipitation accumulation
depends on convective organization in model simulations, in-
stantaneous precipitation does not always differ between or-
ganized and disorganized precipitation. Tradeoffs between
changes in updraft speed and buoyancy due to graupel offset
each other to result in similar instantaneous precipitation rates
between organized and disorganized states. But because
events are more persistent in aggregated states, daily precipi-
tation accumulation is higher, which is offset by more grid
points that are dry throughout the day [39•]. Domain-total
precipitation varies in a complementary way in space—
because precipitation rates are similar between organized
and unorganized precipitation, domain-total precipitation de-
pends mostly on the precipitating area fraction, rather than the
degree of organization [40].

The behavior of extreme precipitation can vary across spa-
tial scales, complementary to its behavior across timescales.
Changing model resolution changes the balance between con-
vective and large-scale parameterized precipitation and can
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also affect the magnitude of extreme precipitation [41, 42]. In
the superparameterized CAM experiments described above, at
coarse grid box scale, the precipitating area increases for more
extreme events. In contrast, at sub-grid box scales, precipitat-
ing area decreases slightly for more extreme events [31•]. This
indicates that the number and/or size of events are the primary
control of extremes at coarse spatial scales, while their inten-
sity is the main control at smaller spatial scales. Furthermore,
sub-grid scale extreme events do not necessarily coincide with
grid scale extreme events.

Observational analyses are also consistent with the notion
that short-timescale intensity is similar between organized and
disorganized states [2•]. Convective organization can be quan-
tified in various ways. One method is based on classifying
different cloud regimes. Some regimes are recognized as as-
sociated with organized convection, others with isolated, un-
organized convection, among other weather features.
Separating organized and disorganized convection based on
cloud regime classification, the intensity of precipitation at
points with precipitation is similar, suggesting that differences
in precipitation rate averaged over the entire regime are due to
the fraction of area in which precipitation occurs, rather than
the intensity of the precipitation [2•].

A different observational approach focusing on convective
aggregation is to classify the degree of aggregation using an
index based on convective cores, identified in brightness tem-
perature or vertical velocity, and a measure of how clustered
they are in space [43, 44]. Applying this approach to scenes
collocated with satellite precipitation estimates shows that lo-
cal extreme precipitation depends on the degree of aggrega-
tion, while extremes of domain-averaged precipitation does
not [45•]. This finding differs from other observational results
in that the finer spatial scales are sensitive to organization
while coarser scales are not [2•, 39•].Meanwhile, other studies
using a similar classification of convective aggregation find
that the vertical distribution of clouds [46], humidity, and pre-
cipitation efficiency are quite different for different degrees of
convective aggregation [43].

Finally, extremes can be defined in many different ways,
and these differences in definition can have quantitative and
qualitative effects on their interpretation. One aspect of the
definition is whether extremes are defined locally or over an
entire domain. Say, for example, the ITCZ were to change by
only shifting in latitude. If we define extreme relative to a
baseline that includes the entire tropical domain, and if we
are only interested in the properties of extremes over the do-
main as a whole, then a shift of the ITCZ in latitude will have
no effect. This is typically the type of analysis that is donewith
RCE simulations, where we know that the individual locations
are not important; all locations in the domain (which is often
periodic) are the same. On the other hand, if we define ex-
treme precipitation relative to a baseline that is calculated sep-
arately at each grid point and examine the change in extreme

precipitation at each grid point, then we will find large chang-
es in extreme precipitation in response to the shift in space of
the ITCZ. The local definition would matter more for consid-
ering local impacts of extremes, so for some purposes, this is
an appropriate way to define extremes, even though it can lead
to different interpretations. The absolute response can also
depend on how the domain is defined. Another example of
differing definitions of extremes leading to different conclu-
sions is whether dry times or all times are used to calculate
percentile thresholds. If the total dry frequency changes from
the base state to the changed state, then changes defined rela-
tive to all times and dry times will diverge, and this can also
lead to qualitatively different conclusions about extreme pre-
cipitation change [47].

In summary, multiple studies using different models and
observational datasets agree that extreme precipitation differs
between fine and coarse scales in space or time. They agree
that not only does the behavior of extremes depend how rare
an event is (i.e., what percentile of the distribution it repre-
sents), but also the temporal and spatial scale considered.
Studies that diagnose the dependence of extreme precipitation
for organized and unorganized states onmultiple spatial scales
disagree; however, about whether larger- or smaller-scale ex-
tremes vary with convective organization: two studies show
that fine scales (in space or time) are similar between orga-
nized and disorganized states, but organization increases per-
sistence or precipitating area, and thus, dependence on the
degree of organization emerges for coarser-scale extremes.
In contrast, the most recent observational study shows that
local extremes depend on organization, while extremes of
domain-averaged precipitation (given the same number of em-
bedded convective cells) do not [45•]. Furthermore, temporal
and spatial scales are connected; spatially organized states are
often more persistent in time, while disorganized states have
more intermittent precipitation. Finally, the differences among
metrics that are used to define and quantify convective orga-
nization may well contribute to the discrepancies among
studies.

Trends in Convective Organization
with Warming

Simulations support the notion that on some scales and for
some configurations, changes in convective organization
could influence extreme precipitation change, and observa-
tions show some indication that convective organization could
influence extreme precipitation. But, are there observable
trends in convective organization or associated extreme pre-
cipitation? During recent decades, organized convective cloud
regimes identified in satellite observations of the tropics in-
creased in frequency [48] at the expense of unorganized re-
gimes; the spatial pattern of these changes is closely related to
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the spatial pattern of the change in mean precipitation [49].
While ref. [49] showed the effect of changes in convective
organization on mean precipitation, an association between
trends in organized convection and trends in extreme precip-
itation in observations has not been documented.

Climate model simulations might be able to provide insight
about responses to anthropogenic forcing and also what the
role of natural variability could be. Some, but not all, relevant
studies show that convective aggregation could be favored by
warmer surface temperatures, indicating that convective orga-
nization could increase in response to warming [15, 16, 50].
The large increases, and lack of large decreases, in extreme
precipitation with warming in climate model projections are
consistent with increasing, but not decreasing, convective or-
ganization with warming. Though, as we have seen, changes
in the degree of convective aggregation are quite sensitive;
they depend on resolution, parameterizations, and the model
considered. Convective organization is one aspect of the re-
sponse to climate change that is, at best, poorly represented in
climate models and could potentially be (though has not yet
been) parameterized in coarse-resolution climate models [51,
52]. In addition to extreme precipitation changes in convective
organization have even been discussed as potentially affecting
mean precipitation and climate sensitivity [53].

Discussion

There are a variety of phenomena involving organized con-
vection that could influence extreme precipitation. We have
focused mostly on convective aggregation. But mesoscale and
synoptic dynamics also drive phenomena like MCSs, and
tropical and extra-tropical cyclones, within which organized
convection can be embedded; these dynamics are also driven
by convection through its diabatic heating. The convective
systems are only beginning to be resolved by global climate
models [54], despite that they are an important part of the
climate response to global warming. A large part of the re-
sponse of precipitation associated with tropical cyclones and
extratropical cyclones can potentially be explained by thermo-
dynamic responses [55–58]. Each phenomenon involving or-
ganized convection should be considered on its own as well as
holistically for its role in the global hydrologic cycle. And, it
should be noted that, perhaps counterintuitively, extreme pre-
cipitation events are not necessarily associated with extreme
convection [59].

One study has shown that replacing the conventional pa-
rameterization in CAMwith a superparameterization removed
the divergence from thermodynamic scaling [31•]. It remains
unclear how general of a feature of conventional parameteri-
zation the divergence of extreme precipitation from thermo-
dynamic scaling is. Not all conventionally parameterized cli-
mate models have an increase in extreme precipitation that is

substantially larger than thermodynamic scaling, so a large
dynamic increase is not an entirely general feature of param-
eterized convection [11]. One test for how robustly
superparameterization removes the divergence from thermo-
dynamic scaling would be to examine the state dependence of
the extreme precipitation response in superparameterized
CAM. It is possible that conventionally parameterized CAM
transitions toward increasing convective organization, while
superparameterized CAM does not, only because its SST
threshold is higher or lower than conventional CAM. A sec-
ond test would be to replace conventional parameterizations
with superparameterizations in other climate models with a
large divergence from thermodynamic scaling (such as
GFDL-ESM 2 or IPSL-CM5A-LR). If replacing conventional
parameterization with superparameterization removed the di-
vergence from thermodynamic scaling in these other models
as well as CAM, it could indicate that the divergence from
thermodynamic scaling is a numerical artifact in climate
models which do not resolve convective scales. But if the
effect did not persist in other models and states, this might
be because of the nonlinear dependence of self-aggregation
on temperature and parameterization. Meanwhile, even if re-
placing conventional with superparameterizations consistent-
ly removes the divergence from thermodynamic scaling, this
still may not accurately reflect changes in convective organi-
zation (or lack thereof), because superparameterized simula-
tions still have a scale separation between the grid box and
embedded cloud resolving scale that lies roughly at the size of
organized convective systems [36].

Finally, while we have largely tried to focus on the potential
influence that changes in dynamics due to changing convec-
tive organization could have on extreme precipitation, micro-
physics may play also play an important role. Compensation
between microphysics and dynamics has been identified in
observations [60] and with changes in organization in model
simulations [39•]. Simulated scaling of extreme precipitation
with warming can vary with how microphysics is represented
[61]. Microphysics remains a key uncertainty in understand-
ing the connection between convective organization and ex-
treme precipitation [62]. The representation of turbulence can
also influence convective organization [44], so this related
aspect of small-scale physics is yet another dimension that
requires attention.

Conclusions

Changing convective organization has been put forward in the
last 5 years as one mechanism that could drive dynamic
changes in extreme precipitation, beyond those of the thermo-
dynamic scaling. Increase of extreme precipitation with in-
creasing convective organization has been identified in
models, on some temporal and spatial scales, lending support
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to the potential relevance of the mechanism. We have learned
that in observations, as in models, there is some evidence that
aspects of extreme precipitation depend on convective
organization.

We have also learned that the effects of convective organi-
zation on extreme precipitation have complexities. The depen-
dence of extreme precipitation on convective organization
varies with how precipitation is represented. The effects of
organization also vary with temporal and spatial scale.

Unanswered questions remain. Observations of mean pre-
cipitation have shown that convective organization might be
increasing. Has this trend persisted in the intervening decade
of data that is now available? And, does the trend toward
increasing convective organization extend to the subset of
events that are associated with extreme precipitation? These
questions could be investigated with new observations, as the
duration of satellite measurements lengthens, and should be
evaluated with multiple datasets, since estimates of extreme
precipitation have important differences among datasets [33].

Is the uncertainty in the response of extreme precipitation
to global warming across climate model projections driven by
changing convective organization? Some climate models with
parameterized convection from the previous generation
(CMIP5) have extreme precipitation that converges to the
thermodynamic scaling, which could be consistent with no
change in the degree of convective organization with
warming. Meanwhile, others had large increases in the most
extreme tropical precipitation events, beyond thermodynamic
scaling, potentially consistent with increasing convective or-
ganization. The tradeoff between extreme and non-extreme
precipitation change across models would be consistent with
a correlation between changing convective organization and
extreme precipitation change, but this needs further
investigation.

A new generation of climate model simulations is becom-
ing available (CMIP6) [63], with more models, and some that
include updated convective parameterizations and additional
processes. Does the large uncertainty across models persist in
this new and hopefully improved generation of simulations?
Does it persist in the relatively high-resolution subset of ex-
periments in CMIP6 [64]? And if so, do changes in convective
organization explain an important component of that varia-
tion? Whether or not it persists, since climate models still do
not represent convective scales, what does this mean for the
real world?

We will continue to see advances in modeling. One ad-
vance that could be important for this particular topic would
be a parameterization for organized convection [51, 65, 66]. It
seems possible that a modeling approach tailored specifically
to the hydrologic cycle, including precipitation and convective
organization in a realistic, global, and coupled modeling
framework, could improve on current approaches for address-
ing these questions. Variable-resolution grids provide

simulations on the global scale while also allowing finer res-
olution in limited regions, which are a potential improvement
on limited area models which have no representation of the
global energy and water budgets [67]. Perhaps the continuing
advances in machine learning could be harnessed into a new
type of convective parameterization that accounts for orga-
nized convection [68] which could be implemented in con-
ventional climate models. And, advances in computing will
hopefully bring us ever closer to, and eventually enable us to
carry out, global coupled convective-permitting simulations.
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